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In 2009, Autodesk 3ds Max software opened up MAXScript to .NET to enhance user interface design 
and extend the capability of MAXScript beyond the confines of 3ds Max. With .NET, tool developers can 
create dynamic and comprehensive production tools to help manage scenes, characters, and data sets, 
as well as an infinite host of other possibilities. In this class, you will learn to inspect .NET classes and 
objects and use them to build comprehensive .NET tools in MAXScript. This is an intermediate 
MAXScript class—participants should have a good working knowledge of MAXScript and the 
fundamentals of coding, including a good understanding of function, for loops and data types. 

 

Learning Objectives 

At the end of this class, you will be able to: 

 Translate the .NET language into MAXScript 

 Construct .NET tools and interfaces 

 Determine which .NET classes and objects are needed for tasks 

 Determine when to use .NET over standard MAXScript 

 

About the Speaker 
Paul Neale has been internationally known in the 3D Animation industry for almost two 

decades. His extensive involvement as Senior Director of Research and Development and Art 

Director of 3D has encompassed areas in TV series, feature film, special effects and high-

profile games. Paul specializes in character rigging and modeling as well as writing plug-ins 

and scripted tools for system, software and production needs. In addition to his industry 

experience, Paul has been an Ontario College Professor for fifteen years where he brings his 

knowledge, professionalism and passion of 3D to his students. In 2008, Paul received 

Autodesk Masters Award for Contributions to CG Artistry. Paul Neale has been a Presenter for 

multiple Siggraph Master Classes as well as a Master Class at GDC. He has represented 

Autodesk as a regular Guest Speaker at trade shows and special events. Paul Neale has 

trained numerous companies over the years including Walt Disney Studios, UBIsoft.  

 

paul@penproductions.ca 
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Translate the .NET language into MAXScript 
 

The .NET frame work is a true object oriented language so changes to the way we work with 

.NET need to be made in the syntax in Max Script.  

There are two ways to create a .NET UI element, dotNetControl and dotNetObject. The first is 

used only inside of Max Script rollouts, the second is used when any type of new .NET objectts 

needs to be created. .NET objects are more then just UI items, they are values, items in a list, 

the color and thickness of a line. Everything in .NET is an object that has properties, methods 

(Functions) and events.  

The Max Script help has more information under the heading dotNet Struct Methods as well 

as my own site at http://www.penproductions.ca/tutorials/dotNet/dotNet.htm .  

 

Construct .NET tools and interfaces 
 

There are three ways to get started with 

.NET UI elements, the easiest is to start 

with dotNetControl and use it similar to 

typical Max Script UI elements. Unlike Max 

Script using dotNetControl will create any 

type of UI item needed. The string that 

follows the local name of the dotNetControl 

is the path in the .NET frame work to the 

control that is needed. Many of the most 

used controls can be created with a 

shortened string by list using “listView” in 

the case below but for clarity I have listed 

the full path. More about 

“system.windows.forms” can be found here 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/system.windows.forms.aspx . 

Code: 

try(destroyDialog myToolsR)catch() 

rollout myToolsR "My Tools" width:300 

( 

 dotNetControl sceneObjectsDnc "system.windows.forms.listView" \  

 height:200 

) 

http://www.penproductions.ca/tutorials/dotNet/dotNet.htm
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.windows.forms.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.windows.forms.aspx
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createDialog myToolsR 

 

When the above is run a new rollout is created and a listView control is placed in it. Unlike Max 

Script UI items the dotNet listView control needs some properties set before it will show like a 

list. A new function is added that will setup the control an add rows and columns that can be 

populated.  

To fine out which properties there are we can first run a line in the rollouts event handler to print 

it all to the listener.  

Code: 

try(destroyDialog myToolsR)catch() 

rollout myToolsR "My Tools" width:300 

( 

 dotNetControl sceneObjectsDnc "system.windows.forms.listView" \  

 height:200 

  

 on myToolsR open do 

 ( 

  showProperties sceneObjectsDnc 

 ) 

) 

createDialog myToolsR 

 

When the above is run the listener will print out all the properties of the control. You will find that 

it is far more then what you will see with Max Script UI items. Column headers also need to be 

added as string values. Luckily Max Script does many of the value conversions for us. .NET 

doesn't know what a Max Script string is or what an integer value is in Max Script so all values 

and data types need to be converted. Most of the needed ones are converted for you know but 

there will be cases where a .NET value type will need to be built.  

try(destroyDialog myToolsR)catch() 

rollout myToolsR "My Tools" width:300 

( 

 dotNetControl sceneObjectsDnc "system.windows.forms.listView" \ 

  height:200 

 

 fn initLv theLv= 

 ( 

  --Setup the forms view 
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  theLv.view=(dotNetClass 

"system.windows.forms.view").details 

  theLv.FullRowSelect=true  --Set so full width of 

listView is selected and not just first column. 

  theLv.GridLines=true   --Show lines between the 

items.  

  theLv.MultiSelect=true   --Allow for multiple 

selections.  

 ) 

  

 fn addColumns theLv columnsAr= 

 ( 

  w=(theLv.width/columnsAr.count)-1 

  for x in columnsAr do 

  ( 

   theLv.columns.add x w 

  ) 

 )  

  

 on myToolsR open do 

 ( 

  clearListener() 

  showProperties sceneObjectsDnc 

  initLv sceneObjectsDnc 

  addColumns sceneObjectsDnc #("Name", "Class") 

 ) 

) 

createDialog myToolsR 

 

Two functions have been added and called in the open event for the rollout.  

InitLv will set the needed properties for the control so that it can display the data that we will 

place in it.  

The second functin is addColumns and it creates the headers for each column using an array of 

strings that is passed to it.  

What you might find strange is how all of this is achieved. Take for instance the line below from 

the initLv function.  

theLv.view=(dotNetClass "system.windows.forms.view").details 
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theLv.view is a property of the listView control. If you use showProperites on that property you 

will find that it has its own set of properties. In fact each of those properties is an object it self so  

the correct .NET object needs to be created and passed to it. In this case we use dotNetClass 

to create an instance of the “view” class and get one of the properties of it to pass to the .view of 

the listView. A shorter form of it can be written like this.  

theLv.view=theLv.view.details 

 

Since theLv.view is an object that has properties we can just set the property with the object it 

self. Don't worry, you will get used to it in time.  

To populate the list with the names and classes of all the objects in the scene we add another 

function and call it from the on open event handler as we did the others.  

 fn populateLv theLv= 

 ( 

  --Loops through all the objects in the scene.  

  for x in objects do 

  ( 

   --Create a new row using "listViewItem" This will end 

up in the first column 

   listItem=(dotNetObject 

"System.Windows.Forms.ListViewItem" x.name) 

   --Create an item for the second column by adding a 

subItem to the listItem.  

   listItem.SubItems.add ((classOf x) as string) 

   --Add the listItem to the listView control.  

   theLv.items.add listItem 

  ) 

 ) 

 

Once again we need to make a new object that will be added as an item in the listView. This 

item represents the item in the first column and also holds each subItem which is the object for 

every other column.  

Event Handlers 

To create an event handler with in a rollout it is very similar to creating Max Script UI event 

handlers but first we need to know which events can can be used. In the on open handler for the 

rollout we can check for them by using  

showEvents sceneObjectsDnc 
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As you can see there an far more events for dotNetControls then Max Script UI items. The one 

that we are interested in is the mouseUp handler.  

 on sceneObjectsDnc mouseUp sender arg do 

 ( 

  print "*******SENDER*********" 

  showProperties sender 

  print "*******ARG*********" 

  showProperties arg 

 ) 

 

The events have two arguments that are passed to it. First is often called Sender and is the 

control it self. The second is different for every event and will contain needed information. In this 

case we can use a property of the control it self and access the selection with 

sender.selectedItems 

 

Check the properties of this and there is a .count just like arrays in Max Script. Something to 

note about arrays in .NET and most other languages, they are 0 based and not one based. This 

means that the first item in an array is accessed with 0 and not 1. Add a For Loop to the event 

and loop through all the items that have been selected and print the name of the object in the 

first column.  

  for i = 0 to sender.selectedItems.count-1 do 

  ( 

   print (sender.selectedItems.item[i].text) 

  ) 

 

You can see that selecteItems also has a property called 

.item and this is the one that we need to index to get the 

row object.  

 

Pure .NET Form  

The first solution to using .NET was to create a Max Script 

rollout and add the .NET forms to it. We can also use a 

pure .NET form instead of a rollout. The difference will be 

we can't use any Max Script UI items in a .NET form. We 

will have to build the entire tool with .Net. Here is what that 

will look like.  
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form=dotNetObject "MaxCustomControls.MaxForm" 

form.show() 

 

The code above creates a dialog and displays it. It is using a custom .NET object that has been 

written for Max to make it easier to display .NET forms that looks like Max dialogs created with 

createDialog. If you click on any other part of Max you will see that the form will pop behind 

Max. This is because it current doesn't have a parent window. To do that we can cut and paste 

some code from the Max Script help docs.  

form=dotNetObject "MaxCustomControls.MaxForm" 

thePtr = DotNetObject "System.IntPtr" (windows.getMAXHWND()) 

theHwnd = DotNetObject "MaxCustomControls.Win32HandleWrapper" thePtr 

form.Show(theHwnd) 

The code above corrects the issue by getting the windows handle and creating a .NET pointer 

that then can be used to create handle that is passed to the form.show, don't follow, don't worry 

to much about it at this point and accept that it works. Understanding it means getting deeper 

into how Windows it self works and we are not covering that.  

Adding Controls 

bt=dotNetObject "system.windows.forms.Button" 

bt.text="My Button" 

form.controls.add bt 

 

The code above adds a button to the form. Once again we create a new object for the button, 

set the text property for the name and then add it to the form. Every form has a .controls 

property and it has a .add method.  

To add an event handler it is much different then Max Script.  

--Create a function for the event.  

--Sender is the button that calls it and arg will contain other 

information about the button.  

fn btUpEvent sender arg= 

( 

 --Do some testing.  

 clearListener() 

 showProperties arg 

 print "********" 

 showProperties arg.button 

  

 --Check which button was pressed with a case statement.  
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 case arg.button of 

 ( 

  (arg.button.left) : 

  ( 

   print #Left 

  ) 

  default: print #Other 

 ) 

) 

--Add the event handler.  

dotNet.addEventHandler bt "mouseUp" btUpEvent 

--Set garbage collection state to be .Net and not Max Script so that 

Max doesn't accedentally remove it in a GC event. 

dotNet.setLifeTimeControl bt #dotNet 

The advantage of add buttons to controls this way is event handlers can be reused by many 

controls since Sender contains an instance of the control that called it. The Arg argument 

contains information about the mouse button that was used when it was pressed so only one 

function and event handler are needed to catch all mouse buttons.  

The dotNet.addEventHandler is part of the dotNet Struct Methods that can be found in the Max 

Script help file.  

Building .NET UI's this way can mean far more work for a simple tool but will allow for a more 

dynamic UI to be created. .NET controls can be added and removed or created in batches from 

a set of data. This can't be done easily in Max Script rollouts.  

Hybrid 

It is also possible to do hybrids of the two methods for creating 

controls. Here is a quick example of creating a dynamic UI using a 

Max Script rollout and .NET forms. One of the advantages of this is 

you can mix .NET forms and Max Script UI controls together in the 

same UI.  

 

try(destroyDialog testR)catch() 

rollout testR "Test" 

( 

 dotNetControl con "flowLayoutPanel" 

height:300 

  

 fn mouseUpEvent sender arg= 

 ( 
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  case arg.button of 

  ( 

   (arg.button.left): print sender.text 

   default: print #other 

  ) 

 ) 

  

 fn createButtons= 

 ( 

  for x in objects do  

  ( 

   bt=dotNetObject "button" 

   bt.text=x.name 

   bt.backColor=(dotNetClass 

"system.drawing.color").fromArgb x.wireColor.r x.wireColor.g 

x.wireColor.b 

   dotNet.addEventHandler bt "mouseUp" mouseUpEvent 

   dotNet.setLifeTimeControl bt #dotNet 

   con.controls.add bt 

  ) 

 ) 

  

 on testR open do  

 ( 

  con.backColor=(dotNetClass "system.drawing.color").gray 

  createButtons() 

 ) 

) 

createDialog testR 

 

In the above example we used a flowLayoutPanel as the base control in the Max Script rollout. 

This .NET control organizes controls that are added to it into columns and rows much like the a 

rollout does. We then loop through all the objects in the scene when the dialog opens and 

create buttons for each node in the scene. All of them call the same function and print their 

name when selected.  

We have also created a dotNetClass so that we can create a color object from it. In both cases 

the back ground color of the flowLayoutPanel and buttons are being set this way.  
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Determine when to use .NET over standard MAXScript 
 

It can take a while to get used to using .NET and all that it can offer. There are what seems like 

infinite choices and new ones coming all the time. Of course you can also use languages like 

C# or VB and others to develop new .NET objects as well.  

The first decision about how to get started is deciding which of the above methods best suits 

your needs. I ask my self first how complex the tool will need to be, if it just needs to be simple 

but have a listView or treeView involved for displaying data then I usually stick with a rollout and 

dotNetControls. If the tool needs to be complex b 

ut doesn't require much in the way of Max Script UI items then I will start with a .NET form and 

build from there. Often I find that my complex tools need to interact with Max UI tools and items 

so starting with the hybrid system often gives me the flexibility of .NET with the ease of writing 

Max Script.  
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Below are a few of the hybrid user interfaces that I have built with Max Script and .NET.  
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